Quantum algorithm is the key to dig the potential power of quantum computing and make quantum computation more efficient than classical analogue. However, present methods of designing quantum algorithms are too tricky and lack of systematic development. The aim of quantum programming languages is to deal with this problem and try to provide a high-level and unifying description and treatment of quantum algorithms.
Introduction
Since [7] proposed the idea that a quantum mechanical system can be used to perform computation, quantum computing has received more and more attention. Benefiting from the superposition of states and linearity of operations, quantum computing may provide considerable speedup over classical analogue, since performing a quantum operation on a superposed state is equivalent to performing the same operation synchronously on all of the basis states constituting this superposition. One of the best-known examples is [22] 's factoring algorithm, by which a quantum computer can find the prime factors of any integer with high probability in polynomial time. This algorithm is so remarkable not only because factoring is generally believed to be an intractable problem on a classical computer, but also because the hardness of factoring a large integer in classical computer is the key to the cryptography widely used today. After that, [8, 9] designed a quantum algorithm which can achieve a quadratic speedup over the best known classical algorithms in unsorted database searching. Although the quadratic speedup is not so impressive compared to Shor's factoring algorithm, Grover's search algorithm is still of great interest since searching heuristics have a very wide range of applications such as speeding up the solution of NP-complete problems.
The discovery of Shor and Grover has triggered much interest in finding good quantum algorithms. Here, by good quantum algorithms we mean those which can make use of the potential power of quantum computing and so are better than any classical algorithms in complexity. However, it is very hard to find good quantum algorithms. One of the main reasons is that at the heart of quantum computation are superposition and entanglement, which are beyond our intuition. As a consequence, the design of quantum algorithms is too tricky and there does not yet seem to be a unifying set of principles by which quantum algorithms can be developed. Another potential reason is that present quantum algorithms are very low level: they are usually represented as quantum circuits, or in some combinator language which gives rise to circuits [1] .
The success of classical programming languages in classical systematic program development motivates us to study quantum programming languages. As pointed out in [20] , one of the goals of quantum programming languages is to identify and promote useful "high-level" concepts -abstractions or paradigms which allow us to think about a problem in a conceptual way, rather than focusing on the details of its implementation. Moreover, the definition of prototypical programming languages creates a unifying formal framework to view and analyze existing quantum algorithm.
A few works have been done in this field. [11] moved the first step by outlining a set of basic principles for writing quantum pseudo-code. The first actual quantum programming language is due to [18] , in which many useful high level features, such as automatic scratch space management and syntactic reversibility of user-defined quantum operators were introduced. [4] presented a quantum language extending the well-known language C++. The most distinguishing feature of this language is that it treats quantum operators as first-class objects which can be explicitly constructed and manipulated at run-time, even allowing run-time optimizations of operator representations. [19] extended the probabilistic version of Dijkstra's guarded command language (pGCL) to include quantum primitives, i.e. initialization, evolution and finalization. The language qGCL they proposed supports stepwise refinement which can be used for systematic program derivation and verification.
The first proposal for a functional quantum programming language was made in [21] . In this paper, a language QFC is introduced, which has two alternative syntactic representations -a graphical representation in terms of flow charts, and a textual but more structured representation. More remarkably, the language proposed by Selinger admits a denotational semantics, which assigns a super-operator to each quantum program fragment.
In this paper, we propose a simple programming language which is a pure quantum fragment describing the quantum part of a quantum computer in Knill's architecture. The syntax follows Selinger's style but we consider only pure quantum data. We define denotational semantics for programs in this pure quantum language, which are again represented by super-operators. The weakest precondition semantics corresponding to total correctness and weakest liberal precondition semantics corresponding to partial correctness are also introduced. We further examine the connections between these three semantics. To help reason about quantum programs involving quantum loops, we extend all existing proof rules for loops in classical probabilistic programs to the case of our pure quantum language.
Overview of this paper
In Section 2, we give some preliminaries. In particular, we review some basic notions of quantum computing used in this paper, such as quantum measurement, density matrix and super-operator. The powerful Kraus representation theorem is also introduced. Section 3 is devoted to studying quantum programs and quantum predicate transformers in a general setting. We recall the definitions of quantum predicates and quantum predicate transformers defined in [5] . The healthiness conditions on quantum predicate transformers are also defined which are slightly different from [5] . Then we prove that the set of healthy quantum predicate transformers and the set of quantum programmers are isomorphic, just like what we find in classical standard and probabilistic programming languages.
Section 4 is concerned with a pure quantum programming language. We define its syntax in the style of [21] and its denotational semantics. Following the isomorphic map from quantum programs to quantum predicate transformers introduced in Section 3, we define the corresponding weakest precondition semantics. Furthermore, weakest liberal precondition semantics of this pure quantum language is also defined. The connections between these three semantics are investigated.
In section 5, we derive some proof rules for reasoning about loops in our pure quantum programming language. We find that almost all loop rules derived in classical probabilistic programming can be extended into quantum case.
Section 6 is the concluding section in which we outline the main results of the present paper and point out some problems for the further studies.
Preliminary
In this section, we review some basic notations and concepts in quantum computation used in this paper. For a detailed survey, we refer to [17] .
One of the most fundamental notions of quantum computation is Hilbert space. In finite dimensional case, a Hilbert space is just a vector space with an inner product. So there exists a natural isomorphism between a Hilbert space and a complex vector space with the same dimension. According to the basic principles of quantum mechanics, the state of a quantum system can be characterized by a unit vector in some Hilbert space. For example, in a two-level quantum system (i.e., the associated Hilbert space is two-dimensional. Such a system is usually called a 'qubit', the quantum analogue of 'bit' in classical computation), a general state can be described by a complex vector
where αα * + ββ * = 1. An alternative but more frequently used notation for the qubit presented in Eq. (1) is α|0 + β|1 , where |0 and |1 denote the two basis states respectively, and |· , called 'ket', indicates that it is a quantum state.
The evolution of a closed quantum system is described by a unitary transformation on the associated Hilbert space. To be specific, let a quantum system be in a state |ψ 1 at time t 1 . Then the state |ψ 2 at time t 2 is related to |ψ 1 by a unitary operator U which depends only on the times t 1 and t 2 , that is,
Observation of a quantum system is a quantum measurement represented by a Hermitian operator M on the associated Hilbert space of the system. Suppose M has a spectral decomposition
where P m is the projector onto the eigenspace of M with eigenvalue m. Then the probability of getting result m when the system is initially in the state |ψ is p(m) = ψ|P m |ψ and the postmeasurement state of the system given the outcome m becomes P m |ψ / p(m).
The state space of a composite system (for example, a quantum system consisting of many qubits) is the tensor product of the state spaces of its component systems. To be specific, a system consisting of n qubits has a 2 n -dimensional state space with basis states {|0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0 , . . . , |1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |1 } . We often simply write |0 |0 . . . |0 or even |00 . . . 0 for abbreviations of |0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |0 , and so on. Note that in general, the state of a composite system cannot be decomposed into tensor product of the states of its component systems. A well-known example is the so-called EPR state
in 2-qubit system. This kind of states are called entangled states and the phenomenon is called entanglement. Mathematically speaking, entanglement illustrates the key difference between tensor product in quantum systems and Cartesian product in classical systems. To see the power of entanglement, let us consider a measurement M = 0|0 0| + 1|1 1| applied on the first qubit of EPR state. If the result is 0 then we can definitely say that after the measurement, the second qubit collapses into state |0 . In any sequential measurement M applied on the second state, the result is definitely 0, in contract with the fact that originally it should yield 0 and 1 with respective probabilities one half. In other words, the measurement on the first qubit changes in a way the state of the second qubit, no matter how far away these two qubits are from each other. This is an outstanding property of quantum mechanics which has no correspondence in classical world, and is the source of many strange quantum phenomena such as teleportation [2] and superdense coding [3] . A more powerful notation to describe quantum system is density matrix (or density operator), especially when the state of the system we are concerned with is not completely known. This arises when the system has been interacted with a noisy environment or it is only a part of a larger system. In this setting, the state of a quantum system is represented by a density matrix, i.e., a positive semi-definite matrix with trace 1 on the associated Hilbert space. The unitary transformation U applied on the system has the effect ρ → U ρU † , where U † denotes the adjoint of U . A quantum measurement in Eq. (2) on an initial state ρ will get result m with probability Tr(P m ρ) and when the result m occurs, the post-measurement state of the system is P m ρP m /Tr(P m ρ).
The general transformation on a quantum state which involves unitary evolution and quantum measurement as special cases is called super-operator. The formal definition of a super-operator is as follows.
Definition 2.1 A super-operator E over Hilbert space H is a linear map on the space of linear operators on H, such that
• E is trace-nonincreasing. That is, Tr(E(ρ)) ≤ Tr(ρ) for any positive operator ρ.
• E is completely positive. That is, for any auxiliary space H ′ and any positive operator σ on the tensor Hilbert space
There exists a beautiful representation of super-operators, which is described by the following theorem:
Theorem 2.2 (Kraus theorem) A map E is a super-operator if and only if
for some set of matrices {E i , i = 1, . . . , d} with i E † i E i ⊑ I. Throughout this paper, we define an obvious partial order ⊑, called Löwer partial order, on the set of all matrices with the same dimension by writing M ⊑ N if N − M is positive. We do not distinguish linear operators on an n-dimensional Hilbert space from complex matrices with dimension n × n, since there exists a natural 1-1 correspondence between these two sets.
Quantum programs and quantum predicate transformers
This section aims to review the basic notions of quantum programs and quantum predicate transformers, which are mainly based on the work of [5] . We further prove that the two viewpoints of quantum programs -super-operators on density matrices and healthy transformers on quantum predicates -are equivalent.
Let H be the associated Hilbert space of the quantum system we are concerned with, and L(H) be the set of linear operators on H. Let DH be the set of all density operators on H, that is,
where 0 denotes the zero operator. Here we adopt the convention proposed in [21] of allowing the trace of a density matrix to be less than 1. This convention makes it possible to represent both the actual state (by the normalized density matrix) and the probability with which the state is reached (by the trace of the density matrix). Then any quantum program over H is defined by a super-operator applied on DH. That is, the set of quantum programs over H is defined by
We can lift the partial order in DH to the one in QH by letting E ⊑ F if E.ρ ≤ F.ρ for any ρ : DH.
The following lemma shows that the two sets DH and QH are both dcpos under their own partial orders.
Lemma 3.1 The two posets (DH, ⊑) and (QH, ⊑) are both dcpos.
One of the most brilliant contributions of [5] is to propose the idea that we can treat an observable, mathematically described by a Hermitian matrix, as the quantum analogue of 'predicate'. Recall that in classical standard programming, predicates are described by Boolean-valued expressions, and if a state s satisfies predicate p we denote s |= p; while in classical probabilistic programming predicates are described by measurable functions on the state space, and the degree of a probability distribution µ satisfying a predicate f is represented by the expectation f dµ. Note that our definition of quantum predicates is somewhat different from that defined in [5] , where the constraint M ⊑ I is replaced by that |TrM | is bounded above by a pre-determined positive value. We find it very convenient to assume that M ⊑ I in this paper because so the set PH has a top element I, which is crucial for the definition of weakest liberal precondition semantics in Section 4. Besides this, the assumption of M ⊑ I also makes the proof of Lemma 3.5 possible. Recall that in classical probabilistic programming, we usually assume probabilistic predicates to have values between 0 and 1. So our assumption is also reasonable.
Definition 3.2 (Quantum predicate) A quantum predicate is a positive Hermitian operator M satisfying M ⊑ I. We denote by PH the set of quantum predicates on Hilbert space H, that is
We further define the set of quantum predicate transformers as
To exactly characterize the set of quantum programs, we must put some constraints on quantum predicate transformers, in analogy with healthiness conditions for classical standard predicate transformers [6] and probabilistic predicate transformers [16] .
Definition 3.3 (Healthiness conditions) Suppose T : T H is a quantum predicate transformer. We say that T is healthy, or satisfies healthiness conditions, if the following properties hold:
• Linearity.
for any M 1 , M 2 : PH and c 1 , c 2 : R. This property should be understood in this way: whichever side of Eq.(4) makes sense, the other side also makes sense and the equality holds.
• Monoidal. We denote by T h H the set of healthy quantum predicate transformers, that is,
The partial order defined on PH can be lifted in the obvious way to T h H and makes T h H a dcpo.
Lemma 3.4 The two posets (PH, ⊑) and (T h H, ⊑) are both dcpos.
The following lemma gives a complete representation of healthy quantum predicate transformers, in correspondence to Kraus theorem presented in Theorem 2.2.
Lemma 3.5 For any quantum predicate transformer T , T : T h H if and only if there exist a set of matrices
Proof. The sufficiency part is direct. To prove the necessity part, notice that the healthiness conditions guarantee that T has the form in Eq.(6). Furthermore, since T .M : PH for any M : PH, we have
With that we complete our proof. We derive further some properties of healthy quantum predicate transformers as follows. 
Lemma 3.7 (Continuity) Suppose T : T h H and there exist a sequence of quantum predicates
Proof. First, from Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.6 we know that ⊔ i M i : PH and ⊔ i T .M i : PH. We further calculate that for any ρ : DH,
Finally, we show the promised equivalence between quantum programs and healthy quantum predicate transformers, again in analogy with that in classical standard ( [23] ) and probabilistic ( [12, 13] ) programming language. Note that a similar result has been implicitly indicated in [5] but with slightly different definitions of quantum predicates and healthiness conditions. Theorem 3.8 The two sets QH and T h H are isomorphic.
Proof. To prove this theorem, we need only to construct a pair of maps, one from QH to T h H and one from T h H to QH, each of them being the inverse of the other. Let wp : QH → T H such that
On the other hand, from Kraus theorem, for any E : QH there exist a set of matrices
Taking Eq. (9) back into Eq. (8) and noticing the arbitrariness of ρ, we find that for any E : QH,
Then by Lemma 3.5, the quantum predicate transformer wp.E satisfies healthiness conditions. Thus we get the desired map wp : QH → T h H. Let on the other hand rp :
From Lemma 3.5, for any T : T h H, there exist a set of matrices {E i : i = 1, . . . , d} satisfying
Taking Eq.(11) back into Eq.(10) and noticing the arbitrariness of the predicate transformer M , we find that for any T :
Then by Kraus theorem, rp.T is a super-operator. Thus we get the desired map rp : T h H → QH.
In the following, we prove that the two maps wp and rp are inverse of each other. To this end, we show that for any T : T h H and E : QH, wp.(rp.T ) = T and rp.(wp.E) = E. We calculate for any M : PH and ρ : DH, Eq. (8) That completes the proof of this theorem.
In this section, we concentrate our attention on the pure quantum fragment of a general programming language. That is, only quantum data but no classical data are considered. Following [11] 's QRAM model, a quantum computer in the future possibly consists of a general-purpose classical computer which controls a special quantum hardware device. The quantum device contains a large, but finite number of individually addressable quantum bits. The classical controller communicates with the quantum device by sending a sequence of control instructions and receiving the results of the measurements on quantum bits. Our pure quantum language considered here then aims at describing the action of the special quantum device, rather than the behavior of the whole computer including the classical controller. Suppose S, S 0 and S 1 denote pure quantum programs, q 1 , . . . , q n and q denote qubit-typed variables, and U denotes a unitary transformation which applies on a 2 n -dimensional Hilbert space. The syntax of our pure quantum programs is defined as follows:
Here we borrow the notations from [21] except for the loop statements in which loop conditions are also pure quantum. Intuitively, the statement q := 0 initialize qubit q by setting it to the standard state |0 . Note that it is the only assignment in the language. This is also why our language is functional rather than imperative. The statement q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n * = U applies the unitary transformation U on n distinct qubits q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n . We put the constraint that q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n must be distinct to avoid syntactically some no-go operations such as quantum cloning. The statement measure q then S 0 else S 1 first applies a measurement on qubit q, then executes S 0 or S 1 depending on whether the measurement result is 0 or 1. The loop statement while q do S measures qubit q first. If the result is 1, then it terminates; otherwise it executes S and the loop repeats.
Formally, we have the following denotational semantics:
Definition 4.1 (denotational semantics) For any pure quantum program S, the denotational semantics of S is a map [[S]] : DH → DH
defined inductively as follows:
where (while q do S) 0 := abort and (while q do S) i+1 := measure q then S; (while q do S) i else skip.
In Definition 4.1,q denotes the abbreviation of q 1 , . . . , q n , Uq means applying U on the Hilbert space spanned by qubitsq, and |0 q 0|ρ|0 q 0| denotes the application |0 0| • |0 0| on qubit q when the initial state is ρ, leaving other qubits unchanged. That is, |0 q 0|ρ|0 q 0| = (I H1 ⊗ |0 0| ⊗ I H2 )ρ(I H1 ⊗ |0 0| ⊗ I H2 ) for some appropriate Hilbert spaces H 1 and H 2 . In Section 5, we often omit the subscript q for simplicity when no confusion arises.
The following lemma shows that the denotational semantics of our pure quantum programs are all super-operators. So they can be physically implemented in a future quantum computer.
Lemma 4.2 For any pure quantum program S, the denotational semantics of S is a super-operator on DH, [[S]] : QH. That is, there exist a set of matrices {E
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on the structure of S. 
and
Eq. (13) Note that the syntax of the language we consider does not provide the power to create new qubits. So by our pure quantum programs we cannot implement all super-operators on DH since in general to realize a super-operator we need to introduce some auxiliary qubits. It seems to be a bad news. In practice, however, the number of qubits a quantum program can use is restricted by the maximum a real quantum computer can provide. The domain of the semantics of our pure quantum programs is the Hilbert space associated with the quantum device as a whole, so they indeed include all real operations we can perform on a quantum computer.
Another point of view about programs is to treat them as transformers between predicates. Following this idea, we define the weakest precondition semantics of pure quantum programs as follows: An alternative definition of wp.(while q do S).M is the least fixed point µX·(|0 q 0|wp.S.X|0 q 0|+ |1 q 1|M |1 q 1|). It is easy to check that these two definitions are equivalence.
The following theorem shows a quantitative relation between denotational semantics and weakest precondition semantics. Intuitively, the expectation of observing any quantum predicate on the output of a quantum program is equal to the expectation of observing the weakest precondition of this predicate about this program on the input state. 
We first prove by induction that for any i ≥ 0
When i = 0, Eq.(17) holds because both sides equal to 0. Suppose now that Eq. (17) holds for i = k. Then when i = k + 1, we calculate that for any M : PH and ρ : DH,
So we deduce that Eq.(17) holds for any i ≥ 0. And then Notice that the righthand side of the above equation denotes the probability the (un-normalized) output state [[S]]ρ is reached. So intuitively, for any pure quantum program S, the quantum predicate wp.S.I denotes the condition the program S terminates, in analogy with the predicate wp.S.true in classical standard setting and wp.S.1 in classical probabilistic setting. We have so far defined the weakest precondition semantics, which is useful when we consider the total correctness of quantum programs. That is, what we care is not only the correctness of the final state when the program terminates, but also the condition and the probability a quantum program can terminate. To deal with partial correctness of quantum programs, we introduce the notion of weakest liberal precondition semantics as follows: Proof. Easy to prove by induction on the structure of S.
The following theorem shows a quantitative connection between denotational semantics and weakest liberal precondition semantics. Notice that the righthand side of the above equation denotes the probability the program S does not terminate when the input state is ρ. So intuitively the quantum predicate wlp.S.0 denotes the condition the program S does not terminate. Proof. Since S is a super-operator, we have Tr[[S]]ρ ≤ Trρ for any ρ : DH. Intuitively, the above corollary indicates that weakest precondition is stronger than weakest liberal precondition. To get a clearer picture of the connection between these two precondition semantics, let us introduce a notion which is the analogue of conjunction ∧ of classical standard predicates and probabilistic conjunction & of classical probabilistic predicates (see, for example, [15] ). 
Lemma 4.10 For any quantum predicates
Proof. We only prove Eq. (19) ; the proof of Eq. (20) is similar. For any ρ : DH, we have 
Proof. We only prove Eq. (21); the proof of Eq. (22) 
Recall that wp.S.I and wlp.S.0 denote the conditions the program S terminates and does not terminate, respectively. So the intuitive meaning of Eq. (23) is that a program is total correct (represented by weakest precondition semantics) if and only if it is partial correct (represented by weakest liberal precondition semantics) and it terminates; while the intuitive meaning of Eq. (24) is that a program is partial correct if and only if it is total correct or it does not terminate. These capture exactly the intuition of total correctness and partial correctness.
To conclude this section, we show some properties of weakest liberal precondition semantics which are useful in the next section. The proofs are direct so we omit the details here. 
Proof rules for quantum loops
Proof rules for programs are important on the way to designing more general refinement techniques for programming. In this section, we derive some rules for reasoning about loops in our pure quantum programming language. We find that almost all loop rules derived in classical probabilistic programming (see, for example, [15] or [14] ) can be extended to quantum case. In classical standard or probabilistic programming languages, an appropriate invariant is the key to reasoning about loops. It is also true in quantum case. So our first theorem is devote to reasoning about quantum loops within partial correctness setting using wlp-invariants. Here ⇛ means "everywhere no more than". 
Here and in what follows, by qloop we denote the quantum program while q do S.
Proof. By definition, we have
where M 0 = I and for i ≥ 1,
In what follows, we prove by induction that for any i ≥ 0,
When i = 0, Eq.(26) holds trivially. Suppose Eq.(26) holds for i = k. Then when i = k + 1, we have
induction hypothesis and Lemma 4.12
Eq. (25) With that we complete the proof of this theorem. For any quantum predicate M , we say that M is a wlp-invariant of qloop if Eq.(25) holds; similarly, M is a wp-invariant of qloop if
We now turn to reasoning about quantum loops in total correctness setting. Following the remark behind Theorem 4.11, we give the total correctness of quantum loops by combining partial correctness with the termination condition. To simplify notations, we define T := wp.qloop.I.
Intuitively, T denotes the termination condition of qloop.
Lemma 5.2 For any quantum predicate
Proof. First, from Theorem 5.1, we have
It follows that
Eq. (23) That completes our proof. For any quantum loop, if a wp-invariant implies the termination condition, then its partial correctness is sufficient to guarantee its total correctness, as the following lemma states. 
Proof. Let
Noticing that from definition we have T = |0 0|wp.S.T |0 0| + |1 1|, then
|1 1|T |1 1| = |1 1| (29) and
Furthermore, we can check that That completes our proof.
To conclude this section, we generalized the powerful 0-1 law in classical programming to quantum case. Informally, 0-1 law states that if the probability of a loop terminating from a state is at least p for some fixed p > 0 (no matter how small p is), then the loop terminates with certainty when started from that state. In other words, the terminating probability is either 0 or 1 and cannot lie properly in between 0 and 1. Dividing both sides by the positive number p, we arrive at the desired result. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a simple pure quantum programming language which involves only quantum-typed variables. This language can be treated as the pure quantum fragment of a potential general programming language, describing the quantum device of a future quantum computer in Knill's architecture. The denotational semantics of this language was introduced. To treat quantum programs as quantum predicate transformers, we proposed the weakest precondition semantics and weakest liberal precondition semantics, corresponding respectively to total and partial correctness of quantum programs. The connections between these three semantics were discussed. To help reason about quantum loops, we extended all existing proof rules for loops in classical probabilistic programs to the case of our pure quantum programs.
Non-determinism provides a way for specifying and reasoning about programs in classical computation [6, 10] . The advantage of non-determinism is that we can specify the behavior of programs' behavior without having to construct a real implementation. In quantum programming language, we believe that non-determinism will also play an important role in reasoning about quantum programs. Some work has been done by [24] , where he considered non-determinism embedded in the quantum Guarded-Command Language, or qGCL for short, defined in [19] . So a direction for future study is to introduce non-determinism into our pure quantum programming language defined in this paper and use it to help specify and reason about pure quantum programs.
